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NEWS RELEASE 

Revolutionary Audio Technology, iNarrator, on Trial at Gardens by the Bay 

- Instantaneous synchronised narration for exhibits 

SINGAPORE, 2 July 2015 – Citrine Wireless Pte Ltd (“Citrine”), a Singapore-based technology 

solutions provider for mobile devices and a joint venture partner of SGX Catalist Company, Equation 

Summit Limited, today announced that its revolutionary audio technology, iNarrator, will be trialled 

in the iconic Gardens by the Bays’ Flower Dome, where users will be able to hear perfectly 

synchronised narration of the floral exhibits on their personal smartphones.  

 

iNarrator is a globally patent-pending audio solution that delivers real-time, multi-language audio 

content directly to users’ smartphone. The deployment of such similar solution within a short span 

of time exemplifies the growing popularity of the concept of “Bring your Own Device” or “BYOD”.  

 

iNarrator has the potential to support more than one language, but for a start, the trial version will 

support English language only. Nevertheless, moving forward, visitors from different countries will 

be able to select more languages when the application is ready.   

 

Mr Eddie Chng, Chief Executive Officer, Equation Summit Limited said, “We are confident that our 

technology is able to help Singapore’s places of interest enhance visitors’ experience.”  

 

iNarrator is highly scalable and completely transplantable across geographic boundaries. 
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- End - 

About Citrine Wireless Pte Ltd  

Citrine Wireless Pte Ltd is a Singapore-based technology solutions provider for mobile devices and 
other electronic products, specialising in the research and development of game-changing mobile 
application technology that transforms the way organisations communicate with and reach their 
markets. 

With two patented technologies, iNarrator, an audio commentary solution and ListenIN, the world’s 
first multiple language audio solution, which have been painstakingly developed and rigorously 
tested, Citrine offers solutions that are efficient, cost-effective and targeted in their reach and which 
enable information to be delivered in a personalised, interactive and experiential way. 

About Equation Summit Limited 

 

Equation Summit Limited (formerly known as Equation Corp Limited) is an investment holding 

company listed on the SGX Catalist. It is also involved in integrated electronic waste recycling 

services including recovery/refinery of ferrous, non-ferrous and precious metals as well as recycling 

of cathode ray tubes (“CRT”) and other end of life products; energy auditing management and 

professional engineering consultancy services; sales and distribution of audio, video and other 

consumer electronics products; the provision of patented end-to-end anti-theft and anti-

counterfeiting solution under DiSa and the supply and trading of construction materials. 

 

Equation Summit Limited and Citrine Wireless Pte Ltd can be found online at www.eqsummit.sg. 

 

 

http://www.eqsummit.sg/

